
Fast, expert assessment 
Whether your certification program is in trouble or you are looking for new ideas to optimize your 

program, getting a Certification Report Card is fast and easy. This high-level assessment will help you 

smartly prioritize what to do next with your program.

How it works
Your program will be evaluated against 15+ proprietary success indicators derived from our work  

with nearly 200 certifiers. No massive market research study required. This practical assessment is  

the perfect starting point for strategic decision making— delivered to your desk in just 2 weeks!

What we assess
We look at 15+ success indicators within five categories: brand & marketing, value equation,  

competitive position, certification ecosystem and program structure & requirements.  

Below are the types of outcomes you can expect from each category.

Certification Report Card Service
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Overall quality of 
your brand and how 
well your marketing 

materials and website 
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value proposition

How your program 
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typical value drivers— 
are the costs and 
obstacles too high 

and benefits of 
certification too low
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your certification
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pipelines into your 

program and fueling 
participation
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success (vs. creating 

unnecessary
obstacles and 

challenges)Provides

Insights into 

Key Categories
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What you will get
We use a binary + /- system for scoring each indicator, coupled with a brief explanation of what to con-

sider moving forward. This short report card format helps you quickly see where your program needs 

the most help. And it’s an easy document to share with your management and leadership team, with-

out getting bogged down in too many details.

Your Certification Report Card will reveal…

• Why your program is not living up to expectations 

• Strengths & weaknesses of your certification marketing

• How your program structure & requirements could pose obstacles to success 

• Where to concentrate resources to maximize future success 

When your Certification Report Card is ready, we will host a web conference call with you to review the 

results, answer questions and discuss potential next steps. 

Getting started is easy! 

We start with an alignment call to outline what your report will include and what we’ll need from you 

to complete the process (e.g., documents, data, access to staff/volunteers for interviews). Once we’ve 

made sure we’re all on the same page, we’ll begin the review. We can assess one certification or your 

entire portfolio. Contact us!


